i5o	CERTAIN FOREIGN LAWS EXCLUDED
which a particular seizure falls. There is no magic in words. To
call a seizure a requisition does not make it one. It must satisfy
certain tests. It must be for the public good, for a limited time,
and compensation must be paid. But the task of a judge re-
quired to consider these somewhat elusive and ambiguous fac-
tors will not be simple. Is he to apply the ordinary rules of the
English law of contract ? Is, for instance, a mere promise by the
foreign sovereign to retain the property only for a limited time
or to pay compensation sufficient to raise the seizure into the
higher category? If so, if promise is to be equated with per-
formance, which is a view that has been taken by the French
courts,1 rapacity may indeed be well served. As an Austrian
lawyer has said:
'The whole purpose of the non-enforcement of foreign confiscations
could be stultified, if the confiscating State were to take the precaution of
including some hypocritical assurances of an eventual paynient of some
nugatory indemnity in its confiscatory decrees.'2
Again, if compensation has been promised or even paid, is its
adequacy a relevant factor? If not, what is in effect a forced
sale at a derisory price may receive extra-territorial recognition.
If, on the other hand, the amount of compensation is to be
scrutinized, the practical difficulties will be great and the inter-
ference of the court may be regarded as an affront by the
foreign sovereign.
Nevertheless, in Lorentzen v. Lydden £5? Co.) Atkinson J.
tald that a decree of the Norwegian Government, issued on the
eve of its escape to England in 1940, requisitioning in return
for compensation Norwegian ships lying outside German-
occupied harbours, entitled the Government to recover dam-
ages for breach of contract from the charterer of one of these
ships. In other words, the decree effectively passed the owner- '
ship of the chose in action situated in England, His main reasons
were these: the decree affected only Norwegian subjects; it
expressly referred to ships outside Norway; it was not confis-
catory in nature; its enforcement was demanded by public
policy.3 Thus, the learned judge felt unmoved by the earlier
1 I3M.I.&73.	2 Ibid., at p. 74..
3 This is an unusual application of the doctrine of public policy. The judge
invokes it, not in order to exclude foreign law which would normally be appli-
cable' (see infra, p. 154) 'but to allow foreign law to impose itself although it
would normally not be applicable'; WolflF, p. 528. See also the observations of
Devlin J. in Bank voor Handel en Schetfvaart N.7. v. Slatford, [1953] r Q.B.
248, at pp. 263-4,

